
Hello, I’m Cherry — A passionate creative and storyteller keen on details and 
all things thoughtful. As a multi-disciplinary Communication Designer I’m 
seeking opportunity to turn my analystical skills and strategic design experience 
into compelling visual solutions in response to various brief and clients in my 
future practice. My works reflect a sense of conceptual thinking, clarity and 
accessibility as I believe that good qualities of design are about humor, wit, and 
elegance which need to take human behaviors, needs and emotional aspects 
into account. 

Tel: +61 (0)4 7626 1210                        Design folio: www.cherryqi.com
Email: design.cherryqi@gmail.com  

Cherry Qi

Team Leader, Curator
April 2018 - May 
2018, Melbourne

# Print
# Screen

‘NOT AN EXHIBITION EXHIBITION’

I led an identity design & publicity group of two design students to create and 
execute a typography and copywriting driven visual identity solution using the 
materials from the archives for a one night only exhibition in collaboration with 
the RMIT Design Archives, RMIT Master of Communication Program and the 
Fashion Design Council (1983–93).
Managed tasks and timelines for the team
Art-directed the identity design
Proposed the identity design on behalf of our team
Briefed the team members with the tasks and coordinated with teams 
Supported/art-directed the publication group on using the identity guideline, 
e.g. typography, colour, elements and grid system
Creation of identity elements and tone
Organised group critique to gain collective feedback for monitoring tasks, 
timelines, and areas for improvement

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Program Records

A visual identity studio project for Program Records, a start-up record pressing 
company, was selected for implementation in 2017 during Master of 
Communication Design program at RMIT University. The deliverables from 
print to screen including logo design & animation, business card, letterhead, 
invitation card and interface designs of a splash page in coordination with 
clients and a web developer.

Freelance Designer
April 2017 - October 
2017, Melbourne

# Print
# Screen

In-depth back stage research through case studies
Presented a storytelling and succinct concept pitch presentation to the clients 
for group review
Creation of brand elements, tone and applications
Creation of GIF animation for brand rollout and social media promotion 
Creation of interface designs for splash page
Effective communication and teamwork on providing web developer with 
detailed positioning and size guidance on interfaces of splash page interfaces 
via email correspondence remotely

•

•

•

•

•

•

Creative Practice
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100 day project of typeface Q

Inspired by this creativity social media campagin called ‘100-Day Project’ as 
celebration of process by Elle Luna, I kicked off this personal experimental 
project in 2016 by creating content of 100 different typeface Q drawn from day 
to day inspiration and materials with a passion and curiosity to self-challenge 
and self-understanding. 

Personal Project
April 2016  - July 
2016
Sydney, Melbourne

# Print
# Screen

Experimented materials to create day to day content for social media post
Took enough photos through various perspectives and scenarios to choose in 
order to produce high quality instagram post
Replied to the audience promptly and took feedback for improvement and 
ideas via social media
Documented the process and behind the scene into a GIF video
Reflected upon the creatice practice of 100 day making in written blog on 
digital portfolio website

•

•

•

•

•

Cherry Qi, Digital Portfolio

I created website structure and interfaces for my perosnal digital portfolio 
through WIX.com to showcase my design works for presenting, promoting and 
employment purpose. Instead of adopting an existing template of WIX, I set up 
my own grid system and a tone of simplicity and accessibility on structure, style 
of photography and copywriting to approach audience who could easily 
browse through my various range of works and access to my relevant 
experience and information as a multi-disciplinary designer on the site directly.

Personal Project
April 2016 - Ongoing
Sydney, Melbourne

# Print
# Screen

Took photographs of physical design works with professional digital camera in 
a proper setting
Presented design works with purpose and solution in a succinct written format
Updated the visual and written contents and maintained the running of the 
website on a regular basis

•

•

•

Super Nature Design Studio

Joined this small-scale and fast-paced multi-diciplinary design studio in 2014 
during my second year undergraduate study on an ‘overextented’ 10-month 
internship placememt. As an all round learning graphic design intern, I was not 
only trained to coordinate various projects of different sizes and complexity in 
teamwork but also got familar with the daily routine of a design led studio 
environment and working process of such.

Graphic Design 
Intern, Freelancer
April 2014 - January 
2015, Shanghai

# Print
# Screen

Creation of graphic materials for various projects including iconography, 
brochure, visual identity 
Understood the relationship between Adobe Illustrator and 3D printer in the 
production of parts of element for installation project
Managed in-house photo shooting, editing and retouching for monthly studio 
blog website update
Behind the scene photo documentation on-site for The Nest 

•

•

•

•
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 Information Technology Services (ITS)
Coordinated with professionals from both design and non-design background to 
create the design and production of an CISO 2017 Annual Report and 2018 
Cybersecurity Educational Campaign across all RMIT University campuses with 
cross medium deliverables of a personal-touch booklet, posters series, screen 
savers and electronic signage from initial brief to an end product that achieves 
the desired outcomes. I also have gained experience in print productions. 

Graphic Designer
September 2017 - 
August 2018, 
Melbourne

# Print
# Screen

Corporate Practice RMIT University 

 Careers and Employability 
Assisted with graphic design with a client focus to turn brief into creative 
artworks and ensure the consistency and clarity of cross-medium outputs.
Creation of alternative drafts of artworks to provide stakeholders 
a chance to discuss and choose from
Understood RMIT brand guideline to ensure consistent and on-brand outputs
Used spreadsheet to track and report graphic design progress 
Reported progress or deliverables to my supervior in a succinct way and took 
feedback with a positive response to increase communication efficiency

•

•

•

•

Developed a strategic concept and a shifting look of educational campaign, 
from print to screen
Creation of a promotional brochure with interactive print format, dynamic 
layout and playful colour code as a refreshing visual solution to represent the 
image of Information Technology Service department
Visualised the raw data and figures origionally from Excel into PPT presentation 
and annual report correctly and dynamically
Demonstrated strong communication skills in coordinating with professionals 
from both design and non-design background
Adaptable to work professionally in team by giving advice around the use of 
brand assets to the stakeholders and work autonomously  
Strong leadership performance on running informal focus group with 
non-design knowledge staff in team environment

•

•

•

•

•

•

Identified a range of strategic driven subjects and topics for development of 
infographics through in-depth research and interviews with stakeholders to 
collect raw data and gain understanding of service offer and user needs
Helped the team to develop a new respectful gender-balance iconography 
which was beyond the standard brand assets of the City of Melbourne
Developed a new briefing document to ensure the clarity in terms of the 
purpose, needs and deliverables 
Assessed the raw information provided and worked out the best way to present 
it by providing a few different examples to choose from
Presented the progress to a project control group weekly, which consisted of a 
content expert, a communications expert and a brand expert and took on 
collective feedback (with a smile!)
Created a flexible yet systematic infographics design template files for staff at 
the City of Melbourne to backup and update internally

•

•

•

•

•

•

City of Melbourne 

A great in-house opportunity for me to reconsider my role to be an ‘analytical 
creative’ rather than a graphic designer in a highly structured government 
organisation.

Data Visualisation 
Design Intern
May 2017 - July 
2017, Melbourne

# Print
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Digital & Graphic 
Design Intern
April 2015 - October 
2015, Sydney

# Print
# Digital

Design & Strategy Led
Adobe Creative Suite (Illustrator, Photoshop, Indesign, Premiere), conceptual 
thinking, mood board, graphics, digital photography, artworks & mock-ups, 
print productions, strong communication skills, in-depth research, return brief, 
proposal & presentation, data analysing/visualisation

Methods
User Journeys, Personas, Case Study, Empathy map, Post-it Brainstorming, 
Expert interview, User Testing, Value Proposition Canvas, Lean Canvas, 
Prototypes

Office 
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Outlook, Google doc, Hightail

Skills

Proposal for a new kind of Brand Style Guide
Draw an insight from mindsets to develop a flexible, human-centred, 
and strategy-aligned identity for branches of Melbourne City.

I developed a new kind of brand style guide (prototype) for Age and Inclusion 
Services at the City of Melbourne that has strong focus on people instead of 
look and feel. Started with question why we are designing and who we are 
designing for essentially challenged the existing understanding and form of 
brand style guide. The value behind the new brand style guide is providing 
an opportunity for the design industry to rethink about the values and 
functionality of current brand style guide and allows a chance to be 
improved.

Research 
Project

OPPO Mobile PTY Ltd. 

As a graphic design student with strong interest in digital marketing area, 
I joined the digital marketing team at OPPO Mobile, Sydney office. 

Researcher & 
Collaborator
July 2017 - May 
2018, Melbourne

# Human-Centred 
Design
# User Mindsets 
# Users Empathy 
# Brand Style Guide
# Design Strategy 
# City of Melbourne

Creation of promotional content such as product styling and demonstration 
posts and videos through indoor and outdoor photoshooting for Instagram and 
Facebook platforms
Supported an instagram campagin ‘OPPO, Color Your Lifestyle’ during 2016 
Sydney and Melbourne Fashion week on event setting, photography 
documentation and collateral
Translated key features, specs and information into compelling visual outputs to 
engage with younger customers based in Australia market with an art direction 
in youth and fashion 
Designed print materials such as posters, flyers and banners for offline 
distribution in various retail spaces 

•

•

•

•

Adopted different research methodologies included practice-based research, 
expert interview, user testing, and a literature review in general
Interacted with Community Services staff from the City of Melbourne to gain 
insights of users types, needs and behaviors   
Successfully organised and conducted an informal face-to-face focus group for 
approx. 40 minutes by using interactive Post-it interivew methodology
Collected raw data for further assessment 
Achieved desirable outcomes of three project phases in a project plan from 
planning to final execution

(Details upon request)

•

•

•

•

•
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(Avaliable upon request)Referees

Master of Communication Design
RMIT University 

Bachelor of Communication Design
Billy Blue College of Design

Associate Degree of Visual Communication
Raffles Institute of Design

Education 2016 - 2018
Melbourne

2015 - 2016
Sydney

2012 - 2015
Shanghai, Sydney

2017
http://rmitmastercommdesign.i
nfo/projects/CherryYiweiQi

2017
https://labs.acmi.net.au/visualis
ing-15-years-of-cinema-screeni
ngs-at-acmi-infographics-with-
rmit-students-7bb026404779

2017
pp. 22, Vol. 7, No. 1&2

RMIT Design Student Profile 
Portfolio was featured on the blog of Master of Communication Design 
program

RMIT Design Archives Journal, 10th Anniversary Issue
Contributed to the issue of the RMIT Design Archives Journal by responding to 
a single highlight (by Frances Burke) from the Archives collection in a short 
written statement

ACMI LABS
Data visualisation project of posters series comprised of film titles drawn 
insights from dataset of 11,000+ screenings of different films in ACMI’s two 
cinemas from 2002 to 2016 was featured on the website of ACMI LABS 

Community & 
Public Exposure
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